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Abstract. The High-Energy Replicated Optics to Explore the Sun (HEROES) program is a balloon-borne x-ray
telescope mission to observe hard x-rays (∼20 to 70 keV) from the sun and multiple astrophysical targets. The
payload consists of eight mirror modules with a total of 114 optics that are mounted on a 6-m-long optical bench.
Each mirror module is complemented by a high-pressure xenon gas scintillation proportional counter. Attached
to the payload is a camera that acquires star fields and then matches the acquired field to star maps to determine
the pointing of the optical bench. Slight misalignments between the star camera, the optical bench, and
the telescope elements attached to the optical bench may occur during flight due to mechanical shifts, thermal
gradients, and gravitational effects. These misalignments can result in diminished imaging and reduced photon
collection efficiency. To monitor these misalignments during flight, a supplementary Bench Alignment Monitoring
System (BAMS) was added to the payload. BAMS hardware comprises two cameras mounted directly to the
optical bench and rings of light-emitting diodes (LEDs) mounted onto the telescope components. The LEDs in
these rings are mounted in a predefined, asymmetric pattern, and their positions are tracked using an optical/
digital correlator. The BAMS analysis software is a digital adaption of an optical joint transform correlator. The
aim is to enhance the observational proficiency of HEROES while providing insight into the magnitude of
mechanically and thermally induced misalignments during flight. Results from a preflight test of the system
are reported. © The Authors. Published by SPIE under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License. Distribution or reproduction of
this work in whole or in part requires full attribution of the original publication, including its DOI. [DOI: 10.1117/1.OE.57.1.013104]
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1 Bench Alignment Monitoring System Overview
Bench Alignment Monitoring System (BAMS) was designed
to detect misalignments between the optics and detectors
on the High-Energy Replicated Optics to Explore the Sun
(HEROES) payload, and the system was required to fit
into the existing optical bench without interfering with the
telescope operation. Misalignments were required to be
detected to a precision of 30 arc sec or better over a payload
elevation of 0 deg to 68 deg.

The BAMS system as mounted on the HEROES payload
is shown in Fig. 1 and consists of two CCD cameras attached
to the elevation flange of the optical bench, with one camera
facing the optics flange and one facing the detector flange.
The flanges are the structures to which the x-ray optics and
detectors are attached. The BAMS cameras have a pixel size
of 4.65 μm × 4.65 μm, filling a total sensor size of ½-in.
diagonal.1 The optics end of the payload has one light-
emitting diode (LED) ring attached to the flange as well
as LED rings attached to three of the mirror modules. The
detector flange has a single LED ring attached to it. The
LEDs were selected to have a peak wavelength of 950 nm
(to be distinguished from stray visible light from outside
sources) and a relatively small diameter of 1.8 mm. This
small diameter yields a correspondingly small image on
the CCDs, providing good alignment position sensitivity
via the joint transform correlator (JTC). The CCD cameras

have 16 mm fixed focal length lenses with UV–Vis cutoff
filters attached to reject wavelengths below 720 nm. The
camera angular resolution in the HEROES configuration is
calculated as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e001;326;342

Arc sec per pixel ¼ pixel sizeðmm∕pixelÞ
Focal length lensðmmÞ �

�
180 deg

π

�

� 3600ðarc sec∕ degÞ: (1)

A pixel size of 4.65 μm and a focal length of 16 mm
inserted into Eq. (1) yield a resolution of 59.95 arc sec/
pixel (∼1 arc min/pixel) for the 6-m HEROES telescope.2

A method for locating the centroid of the correlation signal
(described later) provides reliable subpixel resolution.

The LED rings shown in Fig. 2 were fabricated in-house
at Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) using a three-
dimensional (3-D) printer. The LEDs were arranged in an
asymmetric and nonrepeating pattern on the rings to allow
the BAMS software to determine the rotational alignment
of the ring. The LEDs were powered to provide continued
operation even if one (or more) LED fails. The current to
the LED rings was regulated, as a fluctuating current can
cause the intensity of the LEDs (and resulting image size
on the CCD) to vary. This variation in intensity results in
a changing spot size that can adversely affect the precision
of the misalignment determination because the correlation is
not scale invariant. An example of this is shown in Table 1,*Address all correspondence to: Tomasz Lis, E-mail: tomasz.m.lis@nasa.gov
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where only the voltage was increased for one of the LED
rings. As expected, a voltage increase causes the error in
the recorded position to also increase, for the reasons just
mentioned.

The onboard HEROES computer records an image from
the BAMS cameras every 3 s. This was not a requirement but
was done to prevent the hard drive onboard the payload from
running out of space. These images are processed by the
BAMS software post-HEROES flight to determine if any
movement of the LED rings occurred. Real-time operation
(with real-time alignment correction) is possible but has
not yet been implemented due to challenges presented by
the additional onboard processing requirements. Figure 3 is
an image of the optics flange taken during the HEROES
flight with all four LED rings operational. Each of the LED
rings was clocked to different orientations to allow for
differentiation. This ensures that BAMS is able to track any
specific ring without interference from the other rings in
the camera’s field of view.

2 Joint Transform Correlator Background
The full complex (amplitude and phase) digital optical
correlator takes advantage of a number of mathematical
operations, but specifically the Fourier transform. The total
information contained in the original function (scene) is still
contained in the transformed version; it is simply redistrib-
uted, and it is this redistribution that allows a more efficient
interrogation by another function through a simple multipli-
cation. In this case, the multiplication is complex, containing
real and imaginary terms representing the individual ampli-
tude and phase components.

Fig. 1 CAD model of the internal view of the HEROES payload optical bench. There are two cameras
attached to the elevation flange with one pointing toward the optics flange and the other pointing toward
the detector flange. Attached to the optics flange is a ring of LEDs, and there are three additional LED
rings that are attached to the optics modules. At the detector flange, there is a single LED ring attached to
the flange itself. (Model credit: Alex Sobey NASA/MSFC).

Fig. 2 A BAMS optics flange LED ring after fabrication and before any
of the LEDs or circuit boards have been mounted. The LEDs are
mounted at a radius of 11 cm from the center of the ring.

Table 1 Change in misalignment information with increasing voltage.

Voltage (V)

BAMS recorded
X position error

(arc min)

BAMS recorded
Y position error

(arc min)

8.92 0 0

9.02 −0.025 0.0075

9.12 −0.1075 0.0075

9.22 −0.235 0.01

9.42 −0.555 0.045

9.62 −0.8525 0

9.82 −1.2575 0.1325

10.02 −1.535 0.185

10.22 −1.7025 0.3225

10.52 −1.905 0.52

11.02 −2.0825 0.585

11.52 −2.1775 0.5575
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In the purely optical JTC, both the known and test scenes
are displayed in the same plane and encoded in coherent
light, usually with the use of a spatial light modulator (SLM).
A single lens Fourier transforms the sum of the two scenes.
This coherent sum of the transforms is detected (magnitude
squared) by a camera, and the image is then displayed on
a second SLM that is also illuminated with coherent light.
After being Fourier transformed by another lens, two iden-
tical diffraction orders result and each one corresponds to the
correlation between the two scenes.3 The BAMS software
performs the Fourier transforms digitally, making the present
JTC implementation more rugged and controllable.

The JTC preserves the translation-invariant property of the
Fourier transform, but the architecture has an inherent high

sensitivity to other factors, such as scale and rotation.4 The
fact that the JTC is not rotation invariant is actually useful
for detecting the rotational alignment of the test image with
respect to the reference. The JTC also has a strong dependence
on the illumination of (or light emitted by) the test object and
the reference object. The joint transform correlation signal (IJ)
will vary with the intensity ratio of the test scene (IT) and
reference scene (IR) as described by the following equation:5

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e002;326;664IJ ∝
IR
IT� ffiffiffiffi

IR
IT

q
þ 1

�
4
; (2)

which illustrates the importance of maintaining the ratio in the
equation as close to unity as possible. In the digital implemen-
tation presented here, the intensity (pixel values) of the refer-
ence (template) can be adjusted to closely match that of the
live scene (target) captured by the camera. Another factor that
can affect the performance of the JTC is an inherent nonlinear-
ity in the system. For example, if the test image wanders far
off-axis, there will be an error present (analogous to curvature
of field), which is symptomatic of the CCD sensor surface
being flat rather than curved. With only small deviations
being observed in the HEROES system, the error from this
nonlinearity is minimal.6

3 Bench Alignment Monitoring System Software
Overview

The BAMS program was developed to digitally mimic the
optical JTC technique described in Sec. 2. A screen shot
of the BAMS graphical user interface (GUI) is shown in
Fig. 4. The black area is the area of interest (AOI) and

Fig. 3 FITS file image (taken in flight) of the LED rings affixed to the
HEROES optics flange. The LED rings are easily distinguishable from
one another due to their respective orientations and location on the
optics flange.

Fig. 4 The BAMS GUI with an LED ring TI displayed.
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contains the optical target image (TI), which the user can also
choose as a template (the reference image). The JTC uses
the template and the TI to determine relative misalignment.
The user can manually select a different template in the
software and display the relative displacements of the TI in
both arc minutes and millimeters. A history file is utilized
so that the movement of the TI can be recorded.

The JTC software includes, besides two fast Fourier trans-
forms, other pixel-level processes that are all well-suited to
the parallel processing capabilities offered by an NVidia
graphics processing unit (GPU).7 This parallel processing
capability drastically decreases the processing time for each
image. A flowchart of the correlation operation as imple-
mented in the GPU is shown in Fig. 5 and is described below.

A static copy of the reference image of interest (the
template) is introduced into the GPU where it is rotated by
a user-controlled dynamically specified amount and then
merged into the current camera scene that contains the TI
by means of a logical “OR” operation. The pixels of the tem-
plate (after rotation) are merged with the current camera
scene, and the resulting pair of images is Fourier transformed
using commercial off-the-shelf software known as the fastest
Fourier transform in the West (FFTW), which is available
from NVidia.8 The results of the transform are manipulated
so that the low spatial frequencies are in the center of the

transform rather than at the corners where the FFTW leaves
them. The results of a typical first transform can be seen in
the topmost image given in Fig. 5. In this image, interference
fringes (or rather their digital analog) can be seen.

The result of the first (joint) transform is then Fourier
transformed, and the result of the second transform is format-
ted to ensure that the low spatial frequencies are again in the
center of the transform. The reformatted result of the second
transform consists of three groups of bright pixels (typically
the brightest pixels in the transform) surrounded by pixels of
lower amplitude, such as those shown in the lower image in
Fig. 5. One of the identical (off-axis) cross correlations, after
suitable filtering, is used to determine alignment of the two
scenes. The unused on-axis (DC) bright pixels correspond to
autocorrelations. A 3-D map of a typical cross correlation is
shown in Fig. 6.

The BAMS software uses the correlation procedure
described above for both angle and linear X-Y alignment.
When the template and the TI approach angular alignment,
the grayscale value of the correlation peak increases. This
angular alignment approach can be done because only
scale and rotation can decrease the signal and here the
scale is fixed. The distance between the template and the
TI determines the relative separation between the template
(reference) and the target. As the distance between the

Fig. 5 Flowchart GPU implementation of the correlation operation.
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two goes to zero, the correlation will move to the center of
the second transform. The flow diagram for this process is
shown in Fig. 7.

The BAMS program is designed to measure differential
deviations referenced to an initial alignment. When the
BAMS program is initiated, the initial pass searches for
the TI within the camera frame, sampling overlapping
areas of 512 pixels square. The initial pass will search the
entire CCD array for the target. For each sampling region,
the correlation operation is excuted for a series of rotation
angle steps, with the rotation angle sector step having the
brightest pixel being saved. The initial tracking function
determines both the 512 pixel square portion of the camera
image containing the TI and the user determined coarse
(typically, �0.4 deg) rotation angle.

Once the location and the coarse rotation angle of the TI
are known, BAMS performs a fine-angle alignment, rotating
the template in 0.1-deg steps. The changes in pixel amplitude

as the template is rotated in these small steps yields a TI
angle with a precision on the order of �0.1 deg.

X-Y alignment is performed by moving the AOI to obtain
a precise separation between the template and the TI in both
the X- and Y-directions. The algorithm does not attempt to
superimpose the template onto the TI. The system is unable
to determine whether the TI is to the right or the left of the
template, so two executions of the program are required to
determine the polarity of the separation in the X-direction.
The offset between the template and the TI in the Y-direction
is also determined at this time.

Finally, the JTC operation is executed once more and the
centroid of the correlation function is determined. The cent-
roid positions x̂c and ŷc are calculated using the following
equations:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e003;326;587x̂c ¼
Σm;nxmnImn

ΣmnImn
; (3)

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e004;326;543ŷc ¼
Σm;nymnImn

ΣmnImn
; (4)

where Imn is the grayscale value of the pixel at the corre-
sponding x and y positions on the CCD.9 The correlation
signal in the second transform extends over several pixels,
so the computed centroid of the signal yields a “center of
mass” pixel position. The results for the second transform
are squared, so the central peaks will contribute much
more to the centroid and any small fluctuations will not
significantly add to the reported position. This position is
not reported in integer pixels but rather in fractions of a
pixel (of the correct position), which is the subpixel resolu-
tion referred to earlier. By comparing the rotation angle and
correlation centroid position with the rotation angle and cor-
relation centroid saved as a baseline, a precise deviation in
both angle and position of the TI is obtained.

Fig. 6 Cross correlation obtained for the HEROES LED ring.

Fig. 7 BAMS procedure for finding the second transform correlation
signal (relative) angle and position.

Table 2 Laboratory test of the BAMS architecture and software:
translational alignment.

Intended ring
position (arc min)

BAMS recorded
position (arc min)

Error in position
(arc min)

0 −0.006 0.006

1 0.985 0.015

2 1.995 0.005

3 3.003 0.003

4 4.008 0.008

5 4.986 0.014

6 5.980 0.020

7 7.0125 0.0125

8 8.00 0

9 8.991 0.009

10 10 0

0 0.005 0.005
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4 Experimental Data
The BAMS software was validated experimentally in a con-
trolled laboratory environment prior to the HEROES launch.
A CCD camera (the same model used on the HEROES pay-
load) was mounted on an optical mount 104.625� 25 in.
away from an LED ring. The ring was moved using
a Newport (model esp301) motion controller stage with
a motorized linear actuator in steps of 0.773 mm or 1 arc
min. Table 2 shows the BAMS software output for each
ring position and the error in position of the measured
value. The standard deviation in position from the BAMS
software was 0.0177 arc min. This uncertainty in position
includes systematic errors in the actuator and in the distance
measurement from the camera to the LED ring, as well
as errors associated with LED stability and centroiding
calculations.

Following multiple laboratory benchtop tests, BAMS was
installed on the HEROES payload and tested during a hang
test in Ft. Sumner, New Mexico. During the hang test,
the HEROES payload was suspended by a crane in a high
bay so that a controlled test could be performed to ensure
that all components of the payload were operating correctly
prior to launch. BAMS was able to successfully track the
changes in alignment due to gravitational sag in the 6-m-
long optical bench as a function of elevation angle. A photo-
graph of HEROES during the hang test is shown in Fig. 8
with the components of the HEROES payload labeled.

BAMS results of the hang test are plotted in Fig. 9.
The displacements are from a nominal starting position for
the optics flange as the payload was cycled through the full
range of elevation angles (0 deg to 68 deg) three times.
Modeling the effects of gravitational sag on the correlation

Fig. 9 HEROES optics flange movement during a hang test at MSFC. The payload was cycled through
the full range of elevation three times.

Fig. 8 The suspended HEROES payload in a high bay in Ft. Sumner, New Mexico. The components of
the optical bench are labeled. BAMS is mounted internally and is not visible in this image.
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for the complex HEROES mechanical system will be done
prior to the next flight. Figure 9 shows the X- and Y-axis
displacements plotted as a function of the payload elevation.
With any large optical system, there are residual stresses in
the mechanical components that can affect performance
until they are relieved. This can be seen in the Y-axis as the
payload was cycled through the full elevation. There is an
upward trend in the data due to these stresses being relieved.
Although the payload was only moved in elevation, there is
also movement in the X-axis, which could be due to a
misalignment.

5 Conclusion
An alignment monitoring system using a digital JTC archi-
tecture has been developed and initially tested for the pur-
pose of obtaining flight payload alignment information.
BAMS has the ability to detect misalignment for multiple
components in a flight payload by continuously observing
rings of LEDs attached to each item to be monitored. The
system was required to obtain alignment information with
a precision of 30 arc sec or better. BAMS was able to obtain
substantially better than this by centroiding the second trans-
form correlation signal to provide subpixel resolution. The
JTC signal’s translational invariance allowed relative trans-
lational movement of each LED ring to be determined;
however, the correlation is not rotationally invariant. This
is used to an advantage in that the gradual decay in signal
also allowed the rotational alignment of the LED rings to
be determined. The JTC is inherently not scale invariant
either, but in the present application, the scale is fixed.
Experimental data show that the BAMS system as config-
ured is currently able to produce translational alignment
information with a resolution of 1.06 arc sec. Analysis of
actual flight data has begun, and those results will be
reported in a forthcoming paper.
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